HOSPITALITY SPECIAL

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS FOR HOTEL, WELLNESS, RESTAURANT & BAR.

DELTALIGHT®
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING.

forms the very backbone of superior hospitality design. Delta Light® offers a wide range of lighting solutions and services for the hospitality industry. Ranging from lighting for hotel lobbies to restaurants, bars, corridors, meeting facilities, wellness and guest rooms, to façade fixtures, functional solutions and aesthetic landscape lighting.

Having partnered for many years with a number of leading hotel brands and elite architectural firms, Delta Light® is able to cater for a specific need, presenting award-winning designs and durable, energy efficient solutions. Delta Light® has the product range, experience and knowledge to meet the functional and aesthetic needs of your projects.

From large-scale hotel projects to small boutique hotels or B&B accommodations, Delta Light® caters its service to meet your needs.
The lighting design process for a hotel is a complex exercise. Each space requires special attention and a specific lighting solution, aimed at creating maximum comfort and emphasising the beauty of the architecture and its interior design.

Delta Light® fixtures enable you to create a harmonious and captivating lighting atmosphere, combining trendsetting lighting technology and innovative design. We can help you to bolster the value of your brand and intensify the feel-good factor of the project, transforming a visit into an experience.
Functionally, a lobby serves as the central circulation space of the hotel. Today’s lobby however is taking on a multifunctional approach, embodying the personality and style of the hotel.

Together with the architecture, furniture, colours and textures, lighting plays a pivotal role in an eye-catching hotel lobby. Whether you have a grand and comfortable lobby or a minimalistic and intimate one, all elements of your hotel lobby design must be in total harmony.

Keeping in mind that there is no standard recipe for an eye-catching hotel lobby, Delta Light® helps you to blend the best of form and function, creating a striking hotel lobby that people talk about.
Corridors, elevator areas, staircases and other transition zones must be functionally illuminated, but are also part of the emotional visitor experience.

These functional areas are often lacking natural daylight, tending to have a disorientating and claustrophobic effect. Intelligent lighting design reverses these effects, brightening walls and ceilings, illuminating doors and decorative aspects to break up the monotony, and providing an essential level of safety and comfort.

From standard ceiling downlighters to decorative wall fixtures or linear lighting scenarios, Delta Light® assists you in transforming any boring corridor-like layout into a unique, sober but visually attractive decor, uncompromisingly matching the creative needs of the hotel and its visitors.
When entering a hotel room people want to feel instantly at home. Interior design and appropriate lighting scenes are essential, paving the way to a perfect stay.

Illumination must simultaneously enhance and facilitate the experience of guests. Delta Light® assists hotel and lighting designers in creating a successful lighting scheme, taking into account user comfort, maintainability, energy, safety, interior design and functionality.

From energy-efficient downlighters to specific task lighting, cost-effective indirect lighting to bathroom lighting, accent lighting and wall washers. Delta Light® offers lighting solutions for the entire hotel room.
Modern life is highly stressful. Relaxing in such a challenging world has become a much needed part of life. Whether at home, in a hotel, or exclusively equipped settings, people are looking for individual wellness to improve quality of life.

A captivating lighting concept, geared towards the guests, transforms a stay into an experience. Delta Light® assists hotel & wellness designers and owners to create an emotionally captivating lighting atmosphere, from hotel rooms to wellness and pool areas.

The Delta Light® range blends ecology with new technologies and trendsetting design. The focus is on simplicity and basic shapes with considered lighting effects for atmosphere and ambience. This is given extra emphasis thanks to the use of pure colours and materials: chrome, white, and aluminium, combined with polycarbonate.
Conferences, meetings and events have become an indispensable line of business for hotels. Accordingly, a functional and effective lighting scheme in these multifunctional areas is essential if people are to use their time as productively as possible.

With carefully articulated implementation of light, you can make your conference and event rooms more effective, enhancing well-being, creating excitement or providing a feeling of privacy.

Delta Light®’s innovative product range offers you a wide range of solutions and opportunities, enabling you to bring out the best in your facilities, setting the right atmosphere for business meetings, presentations and other event activities.
Dining rooms and bars are particularly sensitive to the interplay of light and shadow. Subtle or dramatic, colourful, bright or intriguing... By creating the right ambience you can cater for different needs at any given time.

Whether your project requires accentuation of building design, to captivate the audience from the front entrance, to create intimacy, overwhelm with style, empower brand image or just meet the basic functional needs, Delta Light® delivers specialised fixtures and proprietary design strategies to highlight both the purpose and the atmosphere of the room.

Delta Light®’s extensive experience in restaurant and bar lighting design, product design values, and technical knowledge supports the creation of refined and memorable environments. For hotel restaurants and gastronomic environments, Delta Light® facilitates the creation of striking and refined lighting scenes.
Facade and garden lighting are crucial to express your hotel’s unique identity, helping you to create impact and convert your property into a landmark for the area.

Facade lighting can be used to empower the hotel architecture, make the hotel stand out in its environment, boost the image of the brand and guide visitors towards the entrance. Inviting lighting scenes around the driveway and throughout the garden create a sense of comfort and safety, enhance the spatial perception of your territory and complete the visitor experience at night.

Exterior lighting is unmistakably related to the interior lighting study. Delta Light® can help you create harmony between your interior and exterior scenery, avoiding reflections, dazzle, colour differences, unnecessary spillage and other often repeated errors. Delta Light®’s service and product offering in both interior and exterior lighting, enables you to create a differentiating experience.
We make light that makes you see, light that makes you look, light that animates the world around you.

We develop lighting solutions that enhance people’s life, and therefore people’s quality of life. We bring our experience in light to the service of architects, interior and lighting designers, realizing what is in their mind, creating a lighting scenography integrated in the architecture. Using the right light in the right way to make architectural concepts stand out.

Founded by designer Paul Ameloot, today the company is still owned and managed by the family. As a family business we love to share our passion, creativity and dedication.

Our aim is to inspire people all around the world.

As a family we have a personal stake in making your project successful.

We strive to be the best in all we do.
At Delta Light® we realize that our business activities are associated with responsibility for ecological awareness, health and sustainability, and handle these issues as a priority. Over the past few years Delta Light® has been working to minimize the environmental impacts of its products and manufacturing processes, aiming to further increase the energy efficiency of the company.

Building on 25 years of lighting development, production and design expertise, we look very ambitious but confident towards the future. We continuously invest in people, in new markets, in production techniques and in our infrastructure – aiming to further upgrade our service abilities, expand our R&D department, testing and laboratory facilities, increase warehouse automation and extend the House of Light training center.
For additional product information, technical downloads, project inspiration, contact details and much more... please go to www.deltalight.com

Whether you access the site via your desktop computer or mobile device, an inspiring platform opens up with up-to-date content, exciting images, extensive product information, upgraded user experience... all in a fresh look & feel.

The **product search engine** will quickly guide you to the right product page, where you can download 3D files, product data sheets, manual, IES files and drawings.

The **My Delta Light® Toolbox** helps you to quickly collect, save, download and share images and product information. Start creating your personal shortlists and share them with your partner, client, architect, electrical installer or other people involved in your project. You are free to use this feature without login, or you can register to save and edit multiple pinlists.

If you are looking for a contact person in your region or country please go to www.deltalight.com/contact

Enjoy your visit.
Designing light is about emotions, passion, performance and dreams. It combines technology with human need and beauty, made to show something that the world didn’t know it exists. Light is what excites us. Light creates an impact. It can make a space look big or small, cool or hot, speak softly or loudly.

We make light that makes you see, light that makes you look, light that animates the world around you.

Welcome to our world.

deltalight.com